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Abstract  
In recent years, the market for on-demand CRM applications suffered especially in the segment of small and medium companies 
because of the concerns about the cost and the complexity of on request implementations. CRM on demand is a good choice for 
companies that want to implement standard processes that can use data structures "out of box" with little or not at all internal IT 
support and does not require complex or real-time integration with back office systems. 
However, on-demand CRM software is not always as simple as vendors want us to believe. Customizing can be problematic and 
interface tools of CRM vendors can not provide desired levels of integration. Implementing a hosted CRM system should not 
take so much as traditional software packages does, but with very large and complex variants it may take even a year. In addition, 
some companies that hold sensitive data such as financial services could refuse to entrust control of such data to third parties for 
security reasons. For these reasons, AMR Research believes that by 2012, hosted CRM applications market will be only 12 
percent of the total CRM market. 
In the last decade, CRM products were a market with strong growth, which has attracted a lot of companies, causing them to 
create their own CRM solutions. They created "flagship" solutions of small companies, specialized in such services or solutions 
belonging to specialized divisions of major solutions providers such as SAP, Oracle, Microsoft. 
Among these solutions we enumerate: ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), Supply Chain Management  SCM, Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM, Data warehouse (DWH), etc. 
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1. Introduction 
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) are intended for enterprise resource management: material resources 
(inventory, fixed assets and inventory), human resources (employees and partners) and financial resources (money). 
ERP measures all other resources in money, which is why accounting and financial modules represents the 
backbone of the aplication. Another feature of ERP is that it handles only the resources of the company and what 
happens in its borders. Relationships with clients and potential clients are proper CRM systems, as explained below. 
The systems Supply Chain Management - SCM type appeared to manage a company's relationship with 
suppliers, especially with the company's strategic suppliers. 
The three systems needs to be integrated, to use unique information about products, customers, suppliers and 
partners. This integration is one of the most important challenges facing both providers of IT applications, and their 
customers. Rubbish integration underlies many failures of implementation. 
2. Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 
MS Dynamics CRM is complex but flexible. It provides measurable results, it is easy to use and reliable. How we 
implement CRM has now is related to new company's aspirations and contributes to their fulfillment. 
In our era, sales is a science, not an occupation. 
2.1. The system 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a system that provides the needed capabilities to obtain a clear picture of customers, 
from first contact until the purchase and after sales. 
The central element is the customer database wich permits the storing of a lot of information about customers, 
potential customers and competitors of the company. Marketing automation module allows to run customised 
campaigns on segmented database according to the marketing strategy. Campaign effectiveness is measured so that 
the company should focus on methods that really gives results. Sales module is vendor management tool in the same 
way that enables sales managers at all levels to manage the sales force of the company, to forecast future revenues, 
to coordinate joint campaigns with the marketing department and to receive information from the service 
department. 
Service unit is extremely versatile and allows service management and help desk activities, workflow definition 
and the maintenance of a "knowledge base". 
 
2.2. Works the way you work 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 integrates with Microsoft Office and runs on MS Internet Explorer. In this way the 
users do not have to change their favorite tools, which facilitate the adoption of the aplication by users. 
Searching and displaying information mechanism is using an about natural language and allows users to create 
custom "View Links". 
The workspace is customizable, allowing the user to configure the interface according to their needs. Calendar 
service allows scheduling and common resource using of marketing and sales departments. Mechanisms for 
reporting and analysis are intuitive and very powerful. This allows in-depth analysis and development of custom 
reports. 
 
2.3. Works the way your company works 
MS Dynamics CRM aims to manage business processes in the most efficient way possible: 
 Marketing module allows the tracking of campaign progress and their results measuring. 
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 Quick Campaign Wizard lets you define custom lists of customers, fast running campaigns on various channels 
of communication with them and accounts the campaign results. 
 Service scheduling allows centralized management of customers requests, allocation of resources to solve them, 
their accounting and control fulfillment of service duties. 
 Easy customizing gives the chance of repetitive tasks automation, resulting in a permanent increase of  
productivity. 
 Implementation of sales processes is essential to move from based on individual qualities actor-seller, to the 
professional seller who gets regularly, measurable and predictable performances. 
 
3. CRM 4 BANKS 
Why CRM4Banks? In many ways the banks are not different from other business: business object is to provide 
profitably. Banks, however, presents some special features that distinguish them from other companies. This 
requires a specific approach in implementing it in banks. Microsoft Dynamics CRM is suitable for implementation 
in banks, and the Chara Software methodology is a good approach in this regard. 
Tabel  1: Implementation of Microsoft Dynamics CRM in banks 
Factors Impact 
- Market related factors 
Competition between banks, standardization of 
products and services, markets saturation / 
maturation. 
CRM strategy has become a critical factor in 
customers attracting and retaining. 
- Factors related to customer 
lower efficiency of mass marketing increases 
the relevance of one-to-one relationships. 
The customer becomes king: he has access to a 
range of personalized banking products, he can 
better evaluate the acquisition compared to other 
offers (including the using of specialized free sites), 
he can request personalized service and a high level 
of service after purchase. 
- Factors related to business 
Pareto rule is applied: 80% of profits are made 
by 20% of customers. Acquiring new customers 
is more expensive than maintaining and 
developing existing customer base. 
Providing real value added services to customers is 
the source of real competitive advantage for the 
bank 
- factors related to technology IT and the Internet allows the use of new channels 
of intelligence and data mining, etc. 
Source: processing of personal information 
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Figure 1: CRM ecosystem, Source: own processing 
3.1. Analytic component 
In the analytical component the accumulated data in operational databases are processed in order to be 
transformed into collated information, in order to provide a better understanding of business events. The main 
subsystems are: 
 
 Data warehouse (DWH)  is the bank memory, a collection of integrated data, topics oriented, time-dependent 
and non-volatile, which supports decision-making processes. 
 Datamarts (DM) - is a specialized version of DWH that captures snapshots of operational data that helps decision 
makers to formulate strategies based on past trends and experiences. CRM applications generally uses DM 
related to customers, products and services. Other DM can be built if required.. 
 Other vertical applications: reporting systems, OLAP (online analytical process) and other applications wich 
belongs to this category. These systems are used to discover relationships between data that otherwise could not 
be distinguished. 
 Marketing and marketing campaigns automation systems. These are systems used for planning and monitoring 
marketing campaigns. 
3.2. Operational component 
Business decisions taken in analytical component are carried out in operational component. Here you can find the 
tools for managing customer interaction: 
 
 The profile of each client regarding their demographic data and their preferences. 
 Data about customer interactions (meetings, phone calls, letters, faxes, e-mail, data regarding the developed 
campaigns). 
Operational CRM 
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Operational component supports back office activities such as: order management, supply chain and transactions 
with bank information system, front-office activities such as sales force automation, marketing automation and 
automation in customer service and activities of the mobile workforce. 
3.3. Collaborative component 
Collaborative component allows automating and optimizing customer interaction using the most appropriate 
communication channels and best products and services. 
In the past, customer interaction used to take place only at the bank counter. Now, the banks offer their clients 
various sales channels (home banking, electronic and Internet Banking, Mobile Banking) and communication 
(website, e-mail, fax, visits to client office / home, SMS and so on). These interactions can not be captured with the 
tools of the past. 
In CRM the bank personnel can view the same profile of customer regardless of the communication channel used 
and thus it can use methods such as upscale and cross in order to improve customer satisfaction and increase 
business volume. 
4. Conclusions 
Given the complexity of developing and implementing a solution for controlling, the organizations are appealling 
to consulting companies wich have the experience and skills necessary to develop such a solution. Consulting 
companies have the advantage of practical experience in implementing solutions for controlling other organizations, 
as well as the access to last-minute knowledge in business and information technology techniques. 
Existence within an organization of a controlling solution help the evolution of the company in the field of "how 
much sell?" in the sphere of "how profitable we are at the individual product line?". With growing of business 
environment competitiveness and customer requirements, organizational goals become, from extension of the 
market, the increasing profitability and quality of service. Objectives changing decisions and the evaluation of how 
these are achieved can be made only by means of controlling processes and by existence of an informational 
infrastructure to provide decisional support based on information, not on intuition. 
However, defining synthetic indicators should start from the requirements of performance and profitability of the 
organization and not to existing systems in the organization. Information systems should not be a goal in itself in 
implementing solutions for controlling, but an informational component in the design of this solution. Computer 
systems - ERP, CRM, etc. - contains necessary data to create needed information to synthetic indicators which are 
generally processed in a Corporate Performance Management Systems / Business Intelligence type systems. 
CPM / BI type systems plays a critical role in the controlling function execution. These systems distills data from 
ERP, CRM, etc into information that can be used in making management decisions. By defining performance 
criteria, CPM / BI systems provides to the team management the ability to measure organizational performance in 
concrete figures. 
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